GROWING A SAFER GARDEN STATE
Pro-social Action (Bystanderus interruptia)
Optimal Conditions
Communities that value
safety, connection, and
responsibility
Considerations
Offer folks lots of
time to practice and
work through fears or
hesitations.
Signs of Growth
Bystanders are engaged
when intervention isn’t
strange or distracting.
It’s just the norm.

Each one of us has the potential to create safety, show respect, and offer support
to someone else. An active bystander is someone who sees that potential in
themselves and others and decides to stop injustice when and where they notice it.
Active bystanders can grow anywhere, but thrive in safe conditions where
people help and encourage each other. A bystander can spot the harm in
comments, “jokes,” and behaviors and take the time to speak up.
“That’s not cool.” - “I don’t think that’s funny.” – “Are you OK?”

Special Instructions
•
•
•

It’s important to honor and respect the fears or hesitations folks might have
when being asked to interrupt harmful norms.
Bystanders need time and space to learn and sprout. Be patient and allow
someone to find their own way.
Support! Support! Support! Bystanders need encouragement and celebration
when caught “doing good.” Offer praise when you see someone taking action.

GROWING A SAFER GARDEN STATE
Affirming Relationships (Consensualia connectus)
Our physical and emotional space is important. Feeling valued and supported helps
us be successful members of our community. A child who is told they matter feels
the world is filled with opportunity. A teenager who is empowered to take control
of their sexuality is more likely to make informed and values-based decisions.
We can promote these feelings by practicing consensual and affirming
relationships. Consensual relationships can sprout anywhere and at any time,
but thrive where people take the time to care about the boundaries and
comfort of others. A person who honors boundaries makes it a habit to check
in with others and create an environment where folks feels safe.
“Is this OK?” - “How are you feeling?” – “What would work best for you?”

Special Instructions
•
•

Start early! Discuss greetings and “good-byes” with children before family
or group get-togethers. Empower a child to show affection or appreciation
in a way that works for them, like a “high-five.”
Too often, consensual relationships aren’t the norm – even in social
situations or everyday interactions. Changes in our perspective take time –
be patient and keep practicing.

Optimal Conditions
Communities and
groups who believe
every person – no
matter age – deserve
control over their body
Considerations
Offer folks lots of time
to practice new words
or move past possible
awkwardness
Signs of Growth
Affirming interactions
lead to increased
feelings of safety and
confidence. People
feel comfortable being
themselves.

